
Which heating and hot water system is the best  for your new home ?  

Some  lack efficiency, others are unquestionably more efficient but can come at  a cost that 

more than out weighs any operational cost savings over the life of the system.  

So what is the smart advice when determining the best heating system for your new home?  

Firstly  - The heat source  ?   (Comparing Air to water HPs, Natural Gas, Diesel,  & LPG) 

For under-floor heating air to water heat pumps are the most efficient appliances, but make sure you go for an Inverter model. 

Inverter HPs are considerably more efficient than standard HPs due too their ability to modulate output. 

If you are considering a radiator heating system and natural gas is available to you, then at current energy prices a natural gas 

boiler will be cheaper to run their higher temperature output is suited to radiator systems. Otherwise, again a heat pump is the 

next most fuel efficient option. It is important to ensure the radiators are correctly sized for a HPs lower delivery temperatures. 

Diesel & LPG are the more costly to run options, and the cost for gas is likely to rise more than the cost for electricity!  

Radiators or Under-floor ? 

For a well insulated new home there is no doubt that under-floor heating offers the most comfortable efficient and effective 

heat. It also has the advantage of being invisible taking no valuable wall space, which is an important consideration in many 

new homes.  

Where an under-floor system is on  throughout the winter season  “all be it with reduced temperature at night and through the 

day if the home is not occupied”, Radiators may suit some home owners due to their ability to respond quickly which allows 

use of a radiator system just as and when  required,  Installed system costs for radiators and Under-floor are similar. 

Use patterns vary by  user but typically under-floor and radiator systems have similar energy costs over a winter. 

We Supply appliances & components for Under-floor & radiator systems of all fuel types, each have their place.    

On balance, our recommendation for the best heating solution in new homes ….   

                                              Well designed Under-floor heating using an Air to water inverter Heat pump. 

We believe, we offer the best all round heating & hot water for new homes turn the page to find out why 

What about Hot Water? 

Most heating systems can also heat your hot water. Some providers make huge claims about hot water cost savings, and yes 

there are big savings to be made but be aware  the % savings claimed are against the worst  hot water options rather than 

those you are likely used to and difficult to verify !!  Some gas boilers can provide on demand hot water or heat a cylinder. Heat 

pumps can also provide domestic hot water via a cylinder  (This is covered in detail on the next page)  

Finally, system control 

The key to user comfort and energy efficiency is control. There is simply no point in installing a system with a  highly efficient 

appliance if the system attached is inadequately controlled. Multi zoning is critical for under-floor, radiator systems can often 

benefit from zoning too. In any case the controls must be user friendly. 

If a provider suggests an under-floor system with just one or two zone controls. “Step away”. generally the average home 

should have five or more control Zones.  (Multi Zone control is mandatory in the energy conscious UK and EU markets.)   
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Addressing the need for a truly efficient and effective heating and hot water system for Kiwi homes that offers 

genuine efficiency & realistic pricing.  We present the feature rich cost competitive eco+Logic system. 

Air to water heat pumps deliver to under floor heating via a buffer tank, then as       

required, divert  to heat domestic hot water via a coil in a hot water cylinder . 

When providing heating to the floor the output temperature is relatively low and the 

HP is super efficient . Providing around 4 Kw of output to 1 Kw of power consumed. 

When there is demand for hot water the HP output temperature ramps up  higher and 

This reduces the efficiency down to around 2kw output to 1 Kw of power consumed. 

Because there are some limitations a cylinder element is also used,  1/ To raise the 

temperature in the cylinder a little higher, 2/ To ensure the cylinder temperature is 

raised high enough to provide legionella protection as required by law. Surprisingly 

even in some big brand systems the element is not managed directly by the HP. As a 

result it is used far more than required at considerable cost to the consumer.  

 

The basic design of many of the cylinders used in these systems here in New Zealand is also not ideal for purpose, input coils 

in many of them are not nearly long enough to input heat quickly enough and therefore further reduce system efficiency.  

In short the customer can be  left un knowingly  paying for on going excess energy consumption  

We designed & developed  Combi-Tank ® &  the                        hot water management control system  

Creating arguably the most efficient, cost effective heating & hot water solution for NZ homes. 

Combi-Tank ®  

How do Combi-Tank and Eco+logic work together  

The heat pump delivers input to the floor heating system at the required temperature, Via the 

buffer vessel. This input is at the super efficient 4 to 1 energy rate. 

Cold water input to the hot water cylinder then passes through a coil inside the buffer vessel us-

ing the 4 to 1 rate to pre heat every drop of domestic hot water before it enters the cylinder. 

Significantly reducing the amount of energy required to heat the hot water cylinder through the 

cylinder coil at the lower 2 to 1 energy rate.  

The combi-Tank coil is size optimized so the 2 to 1 input period is  quicker and therefore more 

efficient than a conventional hot water cylinder. 

The cylinder element is only activated if the users set temperature for hot water storage exceeds 

the maximum input temperature allowed from the hp and this has been achieved. The element 

will not trigger again  before the HP has again completed it’s heat cycle.  

For Legionella protection the element is activated to raise the entire cylinder temperature to the 

legionella protection point   (weekly or settable as required ) 
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Ready to do even More  

Combi-Tank®  Is solar PV  input ready for input to both the DHW and heating  

Combi-Tank®  Includes a dedicated domestic hot water reticulation return port. 

Designed and developed 

here in New Zealand by  

eco+Logic 
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